Abstract
1.

Write an Abstract for the assigned journal article.

2.

The Abstract is to be no more than two pages, doublespaced, Times New Roman, 12 font.

3.

The Abstract Outline:
a.

Tell the reader what you did in this research.
1.
2.
3.
4.

b.

What were your results in this study?
1.

c.

This section should be a condensation of the
discussion section of your report.

What did you conclude in your study?
1.

d.

Introduction and Background.
Objectives of the study.
Brief description of the apparatus used.
Brief description of the procedure used.

This section should be a condensation of the
conclusion section of your report.

What do you recommend based on your study?
1.

This section should be a condensation on the
recommendation section of your report .

.•

4. The abstract does not generally contain equations or
references.
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How to write an Abstract
Despite the fact that an abstract is quite brief, it must do almost as much work as the
multi-page paper that follows it. In a computer architecture paper, this means that it
should in most cases include the following sections. Each section is typically a single
sentence, although there is room for creativity. In particular, the parts may be merged or
spread among a set 0( sentences. Use the following as a checklist for your next abstract:
•

Motivation:
.Why do we careabout the problem and the results? If the problem isn't
,
obviously "interestingll it might be better to put motivation first; but if your work
is incremental progress on a.problem that is widely recognized as important
then it is probably better to put the problem statement first ill indicate which
piece of the larger problem you are breaking off to work on. This section should
include the importance of your work, the difficulty of the area, and the impact it
might have if successful.
• Problem Statement:
What problem are you trying to solve? What is the scope of your work (a
generaliz~ approach, or for a specific situation)? Be careful not ill use too
much jargon. In some cases it is appropriate to put the problem statement
before the motivation, but usually this only works if most readers already
understand why the problem is important
• Approach:
HowdidyougoaboutsoMngor
making progress on the problem? Did you use
simulation, analytic models, prototype construction, or analysis 0( field data for
an actual product? What was the extento( your work (did you look at one application program or a hundred programs in twenty different programming
languages?) What important ~mble5'did you control, ignore, or measure?

•

Results:
What's the answer?Spedfical/y, most good computer architecture papers
conclude that something is so many percent faster, cheaper, smaller, or
otherwise better than something else. Put the result there, in numbers. Avoid
vague, hand-waving results such as "very", "small", or "Significant" If you must
be vague, you are only given license to do so when you can talk about ordersof-magnitude improvement There is a tension here in that you should not

provide numbers that can be easily misinterpreted, but on the other hand you
don't have room for all the caveats.
•

Other

Conclusions:
What are the implications of your answer? Is it going to change the world
(unlikely), be a significant "win", be a nice hack, or simply serve as a road sign
indicating that this path is a waste of time (all of the previous results are useful).
Are your results general, potentially generalizable, or specific to a particular case?

Considerations:

An abstract must be a fully self-contained, capsule description of the paper. It can't
assume (or attempt to provoke) the reader into flipping through looking for an explanation
of what is meant by some vague statement It must make sense all by itself. Some
points to ronsider indude:
•
•
•
•

There is a 100 word limit
Any major restrictions or limitations on the results should be stated, if only by using
"weasel-words" such as "mightJl, "could", "may", and "seem".
.
Think of a half -dozen search phrases and keywords that people looking for your
work might use. Be sure that those exact phrases appear in your abstract, so that
they will turn up at the top of a search result listing.
Be sure to indude in the problem statement the domain or topic area that it is
really applicable to.

Simply put:
• Stay within the 100 word limit
• In the first draft, note key facts, statistics, etc. that you need to indude.
• Do not include a statement of scope; a sentence like ''this paper will look at ..." is
inappropriate in an informative abstract
'
• Be sure to omit or condense lengthy examples, tables, and other supporting detail. .
• Revise the draft into smooth, stand-alone prose; the abstract itself should be a
mini~.
• Edit the revision. Be sure that the abstract is complete and accurate. Double check
that the abstract is written in the same voice as is the paper.
• Have your mentor review this abstract.

Abstract
During this experiment, liquid-liquid extraction was studied in 3-inch diameter, 3-feet
long Schiebel Column that contains 36 stages and is equipped with 1.I-inch wide impeller. Feed
of 2 wt% Acetic acid in n-hexanol was introduced at the bottom of the column. The water was
fed at the top of the column to extract Acetic acid from the alcohol-rich phase. The extraction
was studied at 6 different impeller speeds in the range of 150 RPM to 400 RPM. Titration
analyses were carried out on the feed, extract, and the raffinate samples to obtain the mole
fraction of Acetic acid in each phase at each impeller speed. The amount of acid lost, gained and
the percent closure between the two were determined from the available data. The number of
theoretical stages was determined by both analytical method as well as graphical. method. The
Height Equivalent of Theoretical Stages and the Overall Column Efficiency were determined at
each impeller speed. Finally, the theoretical stages per mixing section were correlated with the
power function for the system.
The acetic acid lost by the alcohol-rich phase and the acid gained by water increased with
increasing impeller speed, and approached a constant value at the last three impeller speeds. The
percent closure was found to be less than 20% for all six trials. The number of ideal stages
obtained graphically and analytically ranged in between 2.5 and 3.5 stages. There was less than
5% difference in the number stages obtained by each method. The higher agitation resulted in
higher number of ideal stages suggesting better extraction at higher agitation. The Height
Equivalent of Theoretical stages decreased with increasing impeller speed. The Overall Column
Efficiency was found be less 100/0at every impeller speed. The Overall Column Efficiency
increased with increasing impeller speed suggesting better performance of column at a higher
agitation. The power consumption of the system increased with increasing impeller speed and
the number of ideal stages per mixing section increased with rise in the power function.
It is recommended that the experiment should be studied with various types of agitators
to find out the effect of impeller geometry on the performance of the Schiebel Column. It is
recommended that the titration is carried out for at least three samples for each impeller speed.

